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in dedication...

This 1982 yearbook is dedicated to Suzi Chupp for her dedication to our school as a photographer, athletic booster, cheerleading sponsor and friend.
Remember the 1981-82 school year? Drudgery was overthrown and the famous Chief Spirit returned to the halls of WPHS. The Preppy look finally made it here, but the layered-look prevailed because of the heatless hallways and classrooms. And when other schools had to "Pay to Play" or even close their doors, we here at WPHS were lucky enough to come out of it with our best foot forward!

From a wider view, rock singers such as Billy Squires hit the teenagers with "Stroke Me." And the new teenage heartthrob, Rick Springfield, better known as Noah Drake on the number one soap 'General Hospital' rocketed to number one on the record charts with his hit "Jesse's Girl."

All these events have been only a background for the 109th graduating class of WPHS. But it is one background they will never forget.

Football games, Spirit Weeks, the Senior trip, Snow Days, no heat.....these were just some of the events that went into the making of our year.
A year is not worth remembering unless it includes those special moments tucked away in our heads. Think back...
STUDENT LIFE
Senior John Luttmann won first place and grand prize in his division with his chess set at State competition in Grand Rapids. This was the first time that someone from White Pigeon has placed first at State. He also won first place and grand prize at Regionals in Portage.

This year's D.A.R. representative for White Pigeon High School is Lori Chupp. D.A.R. stands for Daughters of the American Revolution. One person is selected from each high school to represent his or her school.

Four seniors from White Pigeon came out on top of over 600 students competing at the recent Model United Nations held at Hope College, March 11 and 12.

Tom Grabe and Grant Medich, after discussing their topic which dealt with the crisis in Namibia, received a plaque for first place in their security council.

In another security council, Angie McCarrel and Sara O'Sullivan combined their efforts to receive second place for their discussion of the use of chemical warfare in southeast Asia. Their second place prize was a gavel. Both awards will be displayed in the high school trophy case.
Okuni Comes To W. P.

Kuniyo, a senior, is White Pigeon's newest exchange student who transferred from Cedar Springs, Michigan. Her parents live in Osaka, the second largest city in Japan. She has an older brother and sister and one younger brother. Kuniyo keeps in touch with her family by calling every two weeks and writing about once a week.

Cast, Harman, Top Two Seniors

When I began to write this speech, I wanted to say things that aren't said in every speech on graduation day. I found, however, that it is a difficult task, because I think that although we are each individuals, we all have many of the same mixed emotions on this day. We may feel sadness, happiness, anxiety, fears, hopes...and none of us are quite sure of just where we will be tomorrow.

As I stand before each of you today - parents, faculty, friends, and my fellow graduating seniors - I see reflections of past experiences and visions of what tomorrow might bring.

I am here, as so many before me have been, to summarize our school years, and to give recognition to all of our deserving supporters. It's very difficult to summarize thirteen years into one short speech - probably the hardest task I've ever been assigned. In order to give these past years and all of the people who have made them possible due recognition, I would first like to thank:

Our parents. I am sure that I speak for all of my classmates when I say, "Thank you Mom and Dad." It's been your support and love and understanding that has put us here today. You were always there for us. You've helped us through good and bad and what we owe you cannot ever truly be repaid. I hope that the pride you feel today is payment enough.

To the faculty and administration: I want to thank you for providing us with a base from which to grow. You've given us a start and now each of us must take the knowledge that we've gained and build ourselves to be the best that we can be.

To our many, many friends among the underclassmen: You'll be here someday and you won't know what happened to your high school years. As you look ahead, I am sure you see an eternity of tests, teachers, and seemingly never-ending days. As I look back, I see years that have flown right past me, and once again I am looking ahead. Enjoy this time and don't ever take for granted the many friends you've made. You'll miss them some day, much as we'll miss you.

Finally, to my classmates: In a few short minutes all of this will be behind us. It's time for us to be what we have only talked about being and do what we have only imagined. There are so many decisions to be made. Whatever you decide, respect yourself for that choice and I hope that you will gain success and happiness from it. Do what you do to the best of your ability, and don't ever quit striving for your dream.

Set goals for yourselves, and be careful not to live life like there's no tomorrow. For tomorrow will come, just as it always has. If you have plans and dreams, you can achieve whatever it is you wish. You can be whatever you want to be. Always remember though, whatever you make of your lives, make yourselves proud.

I feel like I'm saying goodbye to my family today. For the past thirteen years, we've grown up together. We've played together, we learned to read together, to write together, we've laughed together, and we've grown to love and respect one another. The closeness that we have felt as a class is unlike any that I can ever remember. We have always been proud of the fact that we are the Class of 1982.

We've all made some wonderful friends here, and although some of us may never see one another again, we always have our memories. There are so many things that I could say today, so many memories about which I could reminisce. But I'm sure that we all have our own special feelings for one another, and those are feelings that we will always cherish.

I leave you today to remember the good times, the good friends, and the treasured moments of our past years together. To the graduating Class of 1982: May your days be bright and your lives be long and filled with much happiness.

Thank you
Cristi Harman
Salutatorian

Manuel, who is 18 years old, is staying with the Rex Lucas family in White Pigeon. He left Chile August 27 and arrived at the Detroit Airport on the 28th as part of the Youth For Understanding Program.
Good afternoon and welcome to the graduation exercises for the Class of 1982.

Throughout history, man has desired to understand what makes a life good. The end of philosophy itself, some say, is the discovery of what the ‘good’ life actually is and how we, as human beings, can obtain it. At this moment in time, each of us is trying to put our lives in some form of perspective.

Our minds are filled with thoughts of remembrance. Memories of past accomplishments and friendships can never be erased, only enhanced with time. Soon our graduation itself will join our list of accomplishments and cherished memories.

Now we have reached the threshold of our own destinies; the time in our lives when we, as human beings, are responsible for our own decisions and are truly able to go in quest of our own personal utopia, or ideal, of the ‘good’ life. Henry Wadsworth Longfellow expressed his ideals in his poem “The Builders”.

The Builders
All are architects of Fate
Working in these walls of Time;
Some with massive deeds and great;
Some with ornaments of rhyme.
For the structure that we raise,
Time is with materials filled;
Our todays and yesterdays
Are the blocks with which we build.
Let us do our work as well,
Both the unseen and the seen;
Make the house where gods may dwell
Beautiful, entire, and clean.
Else our lives are incomplete,
Standing in these walls of Time,
Broken stairways, where the feet
Stumble, as they seek to climb.
Build today, then, strong and sure,
With a firm and ample base;
And ascending and secure
Shall tomorrow find its place.
Thus alone can we attain
To those turrets, where the eye
Sees the world as only vast plain,
And one boundless reach of sky.

Only each person can realistically judge what certain possessions and qualities he feels are necessary to attain his ultimate happiness in life. For instance, a man who seeks comfort in his existence may believe monetary wealth and possessions, such as owning a big and beautiful house and a sports car, would lead to a full life. A humanitarian, however, may feel that only service to others, such as working in the Peace Corps, would achieve the utmost good.

Towards the attainment of a ‘good’ life, opportunity exists as a main factor. A famous phrase states, ‘Opportunity only knocks once.’ Personally, I feel this phrase is only partially correct. Opportunity may knock more than once but it is the responsibility of the individual to wisely decide whether or not to open the door and let it in.

We must choose the right opportunities in our lives in order to reach the horizon of true happiness, and it is this freedom to choose which allows us to truly control our own human destiny.

As we continue our search for the right opportunities, we must also encounter challenges. In the stream of life, challenges are the rocks which bar your way downstream to eternity. Until you conquer these challenges by dislodging them, you will never really reach your true goal of a ‘good’ life.

After overcoming one challenge, you proceed to discover bigger and more important goals to strive for and attain. Relating this to life’s stream, the rocks we have moved begin to wear down and become smooth, thus aiding to calm the turbulent currents as the water flows onward.

This seeking of challenges is a fundamental part of the life of every human being who wishes to reach a philosophical Xanadu, a place where dreams come true. Without it, man would not continue to better himself as a person and thus the valuable inner growth, essential for life itself, would remain stagnant.

Education guides individuals towards the accomplishment of a good life. In order to distinguish important opportunities, it becomes necessary to be educated. High school has presented us with a foundation for further learning. But this education need not be in the classroom, because human experience itself adds to our useful store of knowledge.

Thus education is an everlasting process and it is up to us to make use of our knowledge. In our ever-changing world, wisdom gives us the tool to evaluate doors to new horizons and other facades of life. Ignorance obviously helps to allow these doors to remain closed. We cannot be afraid of opening the way to our dreams and applying our knowledge.

A life of fear cannot possibly lead to one of true happiness and worth. One goal hopefully achieved by a good educational system is a certain flexibility towards different ideals that could open up new opportunities in our lives. We must not shut out the beliefs of others, but must learn to keep our minds open. Once we refuse to acknowledge different ideals, our lives and beliefs become isolated. Education shows us how to avoid the isolation of how we think and lead our lives.

Every human being created is individual. Individuality is defined as the qualities which distinguish one person from another or the state of being individual. Thus we were made to be different and not to be slaves to conformity.

We can never be truly happy and attain our ultimate goal of a good life if we always conform to the beliefs of others. Henry David Thoreau once said, “The mass of men lead lives of quiet desperation.” Thoreau was referring to the fact that many human beings resign themselves to the fate of letting someone else decide how they should look or feel. They are afraid of individuality. A life of such resignation can only lead to an existence of mediocrity and conformity.

You can never truly attain a good life if you are in fear of being yourself. Once one gives up individuality, it becomes more difficult to judge what opportunities and decisions are honestly essential for your true goals in life. The attainment of individuality is a goal each of us should be striving for in our lives.

I hope that each of my fellow graduates is able to conquer the challenges and find the opportunities of which life consists, and that they achieve the ultimate goal of the human being - true happiness and individual worth.

Thank you,
Todd Cast
Valedictorian
This year's Homecoming Queen is senior Cristi Harman, daughter of Corky and Carol Harman, who was crowned during halftime of the Centreville football game. Her escort was Mark Wentzel.

Cristi plans to attend college after high school but her major is undecided.

Senior Class attendants were Jodie Moore and Nancy Weiderman. Jodie is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Kruse. Her escort was John Luttmann.

She plans to attend college and make a career of working with children. Nancy is the daughter of Norm and Carolyn Weiderman. Her escort was David Kistler.

After high school, Nancy plans to attend Western Michigan University, but her major is undecided.
Senior Queen Candidates

Cristi Harman escorted by senior Mark Wentzel, Jodie Moore escorted by senior John Luttman, Nancy Weiderman escorted by senior David Kistler.

Queen Attendants

Freshman attendant Natalie Mathew escorted by freshman Bob Airgood, sophomore attendant Kim McBride escorted by sophomore Greg Bontrager, junior attendant Colleen Stuck escorted by junior Tim Crist.
Powderpuff

The Super Seniors

The Winning Junior Team

Mark Wentzel puffed king.

Harman pursues Stautz
Faculty Beats Seniors - Barely

The Conquering Faculty

Tom Krull out-foxes Mr. Meek

Mr. Snook and Mr. Strawbridge discipline Shane

Tim Wilson and Mr. Peterson ‘Go At It’
Mr. Snook plays defense

Don Church and Mr. Strawbridge look up

Paul shoots two
Sweet Dreams

The Junior Class of White Pigeon High School cordially invites you to attend the Junior-Senior Prom on Saturday, the twenty-fourth of April Nineteen hundred and eighty-two

Dinner at seven o'clock in the evening Dancing from nine o'clock until one o'clock Klinger Lake Country Club

Danny Morris and Carol Stautz  Tim Wilson and Barb Anderson  Mark Wentzel and Jill Smith
April 24, 1982

EVENING EVENTS
7:00 p.m. .................. Dinner
9:00 p.m. .................. Welcome
9:00 - 11:00 p.m. .......... Parents Visitaton
10:00 p.m. .................. Grand March
12:00 a.m. ................. Garter Ceremony
12:50 a.m. .................. Closing
1:00 a.m. ................. HAVE A SAFE TRIP!!

Wendy Nelson and David Kistler
Dan and his date Rhonda Frohriep
Adele Medich, Rob Hisey, Scott Logan, Marti Mosier
Tom Davis and Sherry Truex
Now that these seniors will be seeking new horizons and walking in new directions, we, the parents of the Class of 1982, would like to give all of our love and best wishes for their futures.

Ron & Gwen Alexander
Ron & Sue Anderson
Barb & Fred Basting
Al & Janice Biland
Harold D. & Nancy L. Bryarly, Jr.
Norm & Donna Cekander
Loren & Sonja Dimos
Terry & Linda Gardner
Howard & Louise Kidder
Ted & Shirley Krull
Mr. & Mrs. Rex Lucas
Bob & Molly Luttmann
Ken & Gloria Mannn
Jean M. Mock
Mr. & Mrs. Paul O'Sullivan
Mr. & Mrs. Dale Randall
Bob & Bev Riley
Mr. & Mrs. Johnie Sassaman
Constance & Larry Weaver
I, APRIL ALEXANDER, being of short body and absent mind, will to the future students of Mr. Bargwell to sleep with their eyes open and not get caught erasing the wrong answers. And I also will to anyone the courage to call Mr. Snook 'Bubba' as I did. Good luck class of '83. Do you have any patience or gray tape left, Miss Schaner?

I, BARB ANDERSON, will to Mr. Schneider the ability not to go crazy in his first hour class. To Marti Mosier, lots of luck as yearbook editor. To Mrs. Benne, someone else to pick on. To my brothers, lots of luck and fun at WPHS!

I, LISA BAKEMAN, being of unique mind and body, will to the class of '82, all the happiness and success you all deserve! And to 'Gooch' two more years of putting up with 'funny' Mr. Morse. To Kelly Tinch, many more laughs and two more long years with unpredictable T.L., To David Kistler, my spare pair of boxing gloves and a dozen salty rolls, To 'Bomber' lots of happiness in your high school years and my sense of humor - so you and Natalie's jokes aren't too funny! Good Riddance WPHS!

I, ERIC BLOOD, being of mechanical mind and well-structured body, leave my well-kept locker to some squirrely eighth grader. I also leave my set of pencils to Steve Lyons so he can accomplish something in drafting along with all of Gary Evilsizor and Tim Morey's questions. I hope he will learn to answer them and hope they won't listen, or they will be worse of than he.

I, RONDA BOWEN, being of wasted mind and bruised body will to Carolyn Dexter my ability to get her own 'Mountain Dew' for the football games. To Crystal and Romy my ability to party throughout the senior year and not get caught and to all my fellow classmates have a good time in the years to come and stay out of trouble.

I, KIM BROOKS, will to my little sister Janelle my hall locker, N-123, and the strength to make it through Mrs. Benne's P.E. classes without dying from over-exertion. To my sister Angie, I will the ability to make it through all her classes, to Carolyn and Murph the ability to put up with Mr. Meek and cross country without telling Curtis to take a big jump. To Mr. Meek, I will some 'good' cross country runners.

I, TAMMY BROWN, will to my sister Kathy the ability to stay awake in all classes and to have fun through her years in high school.

I, PAULA BRYARLY, being of scrambled mind and too much body, leave to John Miller and Brian Conlin, my terrific ability to get A's in French class. To Carolyn Dexter and Theresa Halsey my ability to keep my mouth shut in Mr. White's study hall, to any 'little' eighth grader, my locker. Good luck to my brother Harold Dale the third, cuz he'll need it in the next six years of school.

Being of fried mind and poached body, I, TIM CASSITY, leave to Bob Rider all my unfinished geometry assignments, and to Rusty Strawser, my ability to do anything I want and get away with it.

I, TODD CAST, being of pre-eminently transcendentel intellel, do hereby bequeath all my temporal possessions and intangible qualities to my revered confidants. To Bartel and Steven L., I consign all my good taste, sophistication and tact. To Madame Moormann, I endow the cherishable and forever-lasting memories that we shared in francises. To any student possessing dedication and persistence, I bestow my 4.0 grade point average. Lastly, to all my priceless friends, I wish you happiness always and pledge you everlasting friendship.

I, LORI CHUPP, being of bad knees and bruised body, will to Kimmer, Titcher and Wheels enough patience to put up with the 'rules' for two more years, to my neighbor Goochie, I will my great brown-nosing ability, to Natalie Mathew all my desinger jeans and finally to my sister Kerri to have just as much or more fun than I did in high school.

I, LISA CLINE, being of deranged mind and arthritic body do hereby decree to all my friends, and you know who you are, the best of times in high school and beyond. To Ann O'Rourke, even though I never dated Pigeon guys, the best of luck with them. I leave my volleyball place to anyone who thinks she deserves it, and to my favorite teacher, Mrs. Moorman, good luck without your beautiful, undyingly loyal French IV class. We'll miss ya!

I, JOHN CONNELLY, dedicate my thanks to my senior year for helping me find my way.

I, TAMMIE D'HAFSE, being of acute mind and somewhat obtuse body, will my younger brothers my ability to pass a test without studying and still pass the class with flying colors. I also will my hall locker to any upcoming rugrat that is unfortunate to get it.

I, STEVE DIMOS, being of sound mind and bruised body, will to 'Bud' my ability to fumigate in practice. To Mr. Schneider, Mr. West and my brother Greg, I will my bruised and battered body.

I, KELLY EGGLESTON, of loud mouth and crazy mind will Romney and Pistol a junior to give them senior parties, the fans of White Pigeon Chiefs my spirit and enthusiasm, Ms. Norton my bottle. Last but not least to Romney, Pistol, Yakii, Dan, Wolly, Kev-Kev, Gary and Marc, I will to you the fun I had my senior year. Live It Up!

I, RHONDA FROHRIEP, being of malevolent mind and hazardous body will to Eric Hiner my eleven Gibson stratocrats in hopes that some day
he will be good enough to open for Ebony Hayz. To my brother, Todd, I will my height since he may not make it over five feet. I leave the rest of my valuables to the vultures if they think they can handle them.

I, DEBBIE FRYE, do hereby will to Sue Teremi a ‘little more effort’ for Mrs. Benne, to Lissa Wertensberger and Carol Stautz a fantastic senior year and a super time cheering. To future WPHS students, I hope they have as much fun as I did and to my class of ’82... the very best of luck.

I, BEER BELLY GAMES, will to Romy, Crystal, Jackie, Danny, Gary and Wally the ability to play quarters as well as I did. I will Joann Yoder the ability to bring a pair of sweatpants to gym without having someone use them all year. I’d like to thank K.F. and S.L. for helping me through my senior year.

I, PAUL GARDNER, being of questionable mind and body will to Chris Barnaballs and Doug Gardner to be able to screw around until they graduate without getting caught.

I, TOM GRABE, being of unbalanced mind and broken body, do hereby will the following: to Brenda Langdon, my ability to miss 30 days of school a year and still maintain an A-average.

I, BETH GRABER, being of screened mind and exaggerated body, will to Chris Philipp a year’s supply of jello; to ‘Frosty’ a shovel to keep all that snow off his nose; to my sis Kathy, the ability to brown-nose her way through high school and into NHS; to my brother David, my locker; and to my favorite teacher Moorn another great French IV class.

I, ROBIN GRIFFIN, being of good mind and sound body hereby leave to Trina Mann the ability to have as much fun in high school as I did and still make it to graduation. I will to Jenni Keagle the ability to have fun without getting caught, to my cousin Sheila Brock the ability to control her temper and not to talk so much. I will to Kim Smith the ability to find a great guy so she doesn’t have to talk about them so much. I also want to wish all my classmates the best of luck in everything they do!!

I, RICK HAILFLEY, being of golfing mind and divot body, will to Rick D. my ‘Oh No!’ instead of yelling dirty words and throwing your clubs; to Eric H. my pink putter cover; to Kris C. and Todd S. my cut golf balls; to Mr. Meek my technique on how to fall over the 330 low hurdles.

I, CRISTI HARMAN, will to my friend Lissa a great senior year, to my little Jon-Jon many happy high school years, and to all of my classmates best wishes and many thanks for all of the good times here at WPHS.

I, ROB HISEY, a graduate of the 1982 Senior Class, will to Greg Bontrager the ability to pick up the younger women. Also the ability to keep Mr. Morse under control and set him straight when needed. To Timm Morrey, to be able to call Mr. West ‘Shorty’ and get away with it. To Mr. Morse, my terrific weight lifting ability and last a special thanks to all the teachers who have made my high school career so unforgettable.

I, JOLENE JOHNSON, being of fried mind and burnt out body, will to Pistol and Roman the ability to have as much fun as I did with only half the trouble; to Pam the ability to come to school at least four days a week and to Teresa the ability to go to parties hassle-free.

I, ROXANE JUDAY, will to my little sister Jennifer, Steve Pittenger and Laura Tackett my ability to watch out for Mr. Blue, cause he is always on the lookout. To Crystal Gasper and Romy Hayes my ability to skip out of school and write my notes without getting caught.

I, JULIE KEAGLE, being of sound mind and underdeveloped body, will to my little sister Jenni the ability to have as much fun as I did and still get good grades. To Sheila Brock I will a muzzle to keep her from starting fights. To all my friends I would like to say goodbye and good luck.

I, MELINDA KERSHNER, leave my collection of aerosmith albums to Rusty Strawser because he is the only one I know with a true appreciation for good rock ‘n roll. I leave my massive bass collection from Ebony Hayz (of which there are so many I have not bothered to count) to anyone who thinks they can handle it.

I, DAVID KISTLER, being of perverted mind and beer-bellied body, will to Conlin all of my Crisco, to Godiche and Tubie my ability to get ALL the girls, to the Murphys my ‘astounding’ cross country ability, to Wendy N. all of my Michigan pride, to Mr. Bale a one-way ticket to Florida, to Mr. Meek all of my dirty jokes, and to everyone all of the wonderful times I’ve had in high school.

I, SHANE KISTLER, (you all know what a great body and mind I have), do will: to my cousin Mitch, my jersey no. 24, may he wear it with pride. To Bud and Mouse continued good luck in football. And to Lissa, a lot of good memories.

I, DEBBIE KNIGHT, will to my ‘baby sister’ my ability to get good grades and still have fun! To Mr. Schneider the ability to keep things organized next year without his ‘secretary’ and to Mr. Snook the...

I, MIKE KOSCIELNY, being of fried mind and bruised body will to anyone the ability to put up with Mr. Morse for two years and two hours a day. I also will to Chris Barnaby the ‘69 Camaro I never had.

I, DONALD LANGDON, being of abandoned mind and partial body, will to Mike Sullivan, my speed and endurance for the 440 (good luck), to Curt Finch my technique for driving, even if he doesn’t want it, to any poor fool who wants it, the ability to sit through chemistry and physics with Mr. Bargwell without becoming mentally deranged. Finally, to anyone who wants it, the ability to understand anything Jarhead says.

I, RANDY (FISH) LEMASTERS, will to Mr. White all my greasy clothes, to Mr. Schneider continued successful football seasons and thanks for helping me out, to Mr. West (shortly) a case of gum to chew on the sidelines, To Deb, a great future together.

I, SANDRA D. LOUD, being of bemused mind and froggy body, will to Joann, Crystal T., Romy, Marc, Danny, Richi, Gary, Randy and Jimmy D. the ability to keep getting rowdy throughout their senior year.
and Have a good one! You too Shelley.

I, JANNA LYONS, being of fairly stable mind and body, do hereby will to my little brother Steve anything he wants because he needs it so badly, and also, when he’s mature enough to handle it, the family tradition of sneaking into the house at sunrise without getting caught.

I, SABRINA MABRY, will to Tracy Weiss the choice of making her own decision which guy to go out with.

I, KATHY MCBRIDE, will to Kim, Kelly, Gina, Julie and Bridget the patience that I never had with T.L.S., to my sister Kim my sports bra and hope she can fill it. Also I will to Mr. Schneider my return thanks, and another pretty face to help him out.

I, ANGIE McCARREL, being of absent mind and bruised and battered body, do hereby and forthwith will to Bart Jonker my honored position as drum major of WPHS Marching Chiefs. May it be as rewarding and enriching an experience for you as it was for me. I will to whoever may want it my parking place (wherever that might be). I will to the upcoming ‘thinkers’ the motto ‘Question Authority.’ And to my fellow classmates Happiness, Love, Peace.

I WENDIE MAGILL, will to my ‘Bud’ Tim Morey, a great senior year, and to Tony Nottoli, everything he’s ever wanted.

I, PAULA MANGOLD, leave to any undergraduate my ability to be absent 50 percent of the time and still pass.

I, DAVID MANN, being of short mind and body will my drum-playing ability to Jerry Holmes if he can handle it. I also will my shortness to Tim Crist and my artistic ability (of which I have none) to Ms. Meekhof. Last, but not least, I will my macho studliness to Rusty Strawser.

I, DAWN MAYER, being of warped mind and abused body, will to Romy Hayes and Crystal Gasper a ‘hellacious’ and super rowdy senior year and to Sherlene Bowen and Phil Rentfrow my ability to kiss in the hall without getting caught. To all my fellow classmates, a life full of happiness and success.

I, GRANT MEDICH, will my height to the Freshman and Sophomore classes as well as to Miss Schaner; my exceptional speed and agility to Brian Conlin, my track spikes to Mr. Meek to give to anybody he thinks can handle them, and my 180 rolls of left-over toilet paper to Mr. Jarrad (he can use them to decorate MY trees for a change.)

I, TAMMY MILLER, being of scattered mind and clutsey body, will to Tabby Brown my big mouth and my driving privileges; to Brian Conlin my running ability, and last of all the best of luck to the Class of ’82 and let the world know you have lived.

I, JODIE MOORE, being of no body and mostly mouth, will to Theresa Halsey my P.E. towel because she never seems to have one. Also, I will to Gary Elvisizor and my ‘best friend’ Timm Morey to have as good a senior year as I did!

I, CHRIS MORRIS, being of vacant mind and depleted body, will to my little brother, Scott, the power to sit through one of Mr. Jarrad’s ‘exciting’ lectures without falling asleep and to my favorite teacher, Mrs. Moormann, I hope that without your BEST French IV class you can still make it through those rough days. I would also like to wish all of my friends at WPHS the best of luck in everything.

I, SARA O’SULLIVAN, being of confused mind will to my sister all the fun I have had at school, but mostly at Klinger Lake. I will to my brothers the best of luck at W.P. and I will to all of the super kids I know, the very best of everything.

I, BOB PETTIT, of crazy mind and worn-out body, will to Rusty Strawser my fine ability to come to P.E. with a hang-over, and to Theresa Halsey I leave my weasel-like ways to graduate early.

I, JERRY PITTENGER, will to my brother Steve my P.E. locker and jock. To Gary E., Randy B. and Timm ‘Bud’ Morey all the laps I did in football. To Coach S. and Coach W. good luck in football.

I, DIANNE RANDALL, with a mind and not much of a body, do hereby leave to Mr. Brokaw someone to stencil letters, type tests and grade papers as great as I can. I will to Lissa Wertenberger and Carol Stautz a wonderful Senior year and a great time cheering (Don’t give Judie a hard time next year!)

I, TAMII RILEY, being of sound mind and passable body (?) leave to Timm Morey the ability to stay out of other people’s affairs. To Bruce Miller my bright cherie smile. Think of it when you’re down. To Shayna Smith and Marti Mosier the ability to get through Mrs. Benne’s P.E. class.

I, DON RIPPLINGER, upon the withdrawal from this institute, do declare the following will; To my brothers Ken and Peter, I will my ability to stay out of trouble and still have fun; to Mr. wells and Mr. Stambaugh, I will my ability to maintain balance while X-C skiing down large hills; and to all my teachers, I will my deepest gratitude and thankfulness for all that they have taught me and put up with from me.

I, BILL SLACK, being of short mind and tall body, will the following to a few of my somewhat friends: To Crash, I will some money so he can pay me back, to Opposition I will my height so he won’t be so short, to Rip my ability to get c’s and D’s in a class, To Haif my ability to get mad on the golf course, to Stambaugh the ability to meet students other than Don and me at bars, and to my fellow classmates may all of your dreams come true.
I, VINCE SOMMERLOTT, will to Timm 'Bud' Morey all of the rowdiness we had this year so he can get even rowdier his Senior year. To Jim Delaraye the day when someone will say his name right over the P.A. system at the football games. I also will to my sister Gina all of the good times I had in school and to all of my underclassmates to have a good time and get 'Radical' because before you know it, these ole school days will be over.

LYNN STUCK, do hereby will to Gale Smith my small nose and ability to keep it in my own business. To Jerry Holme's my ability to hassle the percussion players. To my little sister Butch my ability to tell people what I think. And lastly I will to Wally (Jeff Whitworth) my ability to do things and get away with them.

I, RONDA STUMP, being of worn-out mind and tired body will to anyone the ability to get married and go to school, all the luck in the world. To my little Kevin, stay out of trouble with Mr. Blue and have fun with the rest of the years, because the best is yet to come. To Wilbur, a donut in the morning and to the rest of my friend's that I'll be leaving, good luck and stay in touch.

I, LORIE STUTSMAN, will to Tina T. and Tammy M. the ability to have a lot of good times in Goshen without getting caught and to Crystal C. and Theresa H. I leave a pack of gum and the ability to act tough at basketball games. Best of luck to the Class of '82 and may everyone in the Class of '83 have a good Senior year.

I, PATTI TAVERNIER, being of too little mind and too much body, do hereby bequeath my fantastic tenor voice to Troy Benton to use to the best of his ability. To Missy Troyer, I will my job as manager of the varsity volleyball team. I hope she's as good at it as I was. To 'Coach' I will my organizational ability, because he and the team will need it after I leave. And finally to 'Danbud,' I will all my patience, so he can get through all the hassles the teachers give him, and still have a great senior year.

I, DAVID WAGNER, will to my younger brothers Rick and Brad the ability to always be on their best behavior in band, just like I always was for four years.

I, ANN WARD, being of sleepy mind and body leave to anyone that can handle waking up at 8 a.m. and still make it to school almost on time.

I, NANCY WEIDERMANN, being of no mind and body, will to Romy and Crystal the ability to get through all of the classes without doing any work and to Mr. Blue a toga. Also, to everybody else a wild and crazy time in your high school years.

I, MARK WENTZEL, being of un-sound mind and long body, will to my little brother Eric Hiner my room and stereo. To 'Birdlegs' I will her black cheerleading panties that she left in the backseat of my car. I also will to Jill a great senior year and a wonderful life.

I, TIM WILSON, will to my big brother Gary Evansizor my ability to play a mean football game and to try to be tougher than I am, and Timm 'Bud' Morey my ability to run faster when I have an opening on the field to score a touchdown. To Mr. Schneider I leave Gary Evansizor to bug you like I did.

I, LORI YODER, being of sound mind and body, will to my little sister Niki the ability to make it through school and have as much fun as I did. To Joann Yoder, the ability to make it through math class without me, and finally to all my friends, I wish you all the good times in high school that I've had.

I, PATTI YODER, will to Harold and Herman the ability to be great hoers and to stay out of mud holes when there are Germans around, to my sister Cathy the ability to make it through high school, and to EVERY-ONE, nothing but great times in the future. I also wish the best of luck to all my classmates.
Two brave smiles

A moment for memories

Fred, Lori and Cristi: Happy to be Free!

The last time to be Seniors
Class sponsors give final farewells

And the band played on
It finally hits us
Paula being disgusted at her journalism

Don astonished that he really did it

The one day of the year Pete does his work

The W.P. Cheerleaders
Gordon Lynn Evilsizor
April 13, 1964

Rhonda Lee Frohriep
April 11, 1964

Deborah Anne Frye
December 4, 1963

Shelley Elaine Cames
May 23, 1964

Paul Lee Gardner
July 8, 1964

Thomas Allen Grabe
July 17, 1964

Elizabeth Ann Graber
September 9, 1963

Robbie Diana Griffin
January 13, 1964

Richard Alan Haifley
February 16, 1964
Bobbie Lee Mann  
December 10, 1963

David Paul Mann  
July 10, 1964

Rhonda Anne Martin  
November 25, 1963

Dawn Marie Mayer  
April 13, 1964

Kathy Renee McBride  
September 22, 1964

Angela Sue McCarrel  
July 8, 1964

Grant Douglas Medich  
December 25, 1963

Tamara Sue Miller  
January 26, 1964

Christina Lynn Morris  
March 25, 1964
Daniel Lee Morris
February 27, 1964

Jennifer Lynne Moore
October 16, 1963

Anthony Paul Nottoli
August 31, 1963

Sara Elstun O'Sullivan
July 12, 1964

Robert James Owen
September 24, 1963

Robert Ryan Pettit
January 23, 1964

Gerald Robert Pittenger
March 18, 1963

Dianne Frances Randall
September 18, 1964

Tami Jo Riley
January 28, 1964
Donald Martin Ripplinger  
April 12, 1964

Manuel Pablo Rodriguez  
June 6, 1963

Tina Belle Sassaman  
April 3, 1963

Michael Allen Shank  
August 31, 1964

William J. Slack  
August 4, 1963

Micheal Scott Sobie  
December 16, 1963

Vincent Eugene Sommerlott  
October 17, 1963

Lynnette Fay Stuck  
October 14, 1963

Lorie Ann Stutsman  
April 4, 1964
Ronda Marie Konneck Stump
March 29, 1963

Patrice Jean Tavernier
June 4, 1964

Philip Ray Velie
July 2, 1964

David Stanley Wagner
November 8, 1962

Ann Marie Ward
February 20, 1964

Nancy Rae Weidnerman
April 4, 1964

Mark Alan Wentzel
May 3, 1964

Robin Lee West
September 27, 1964

Timothy Louis Wilson
October 25, 1963
Our Book

If our life so far were only like a book, we could put it away when we were tired, and pick it up later on to read about all the characters we admired. Crayons and Play Doh, Duck, Duck, Goose and pictures to trace, all would make up the introduction to our life or the preface.

As we read farther, we'd see triumphs, heartaches, and loving, lifetime friends. We'd get so involved in our reading we couldn't put it down. We hope it never ends!

But as all good things should, this chapter in our life must end. Somehow, some way, we close the book and place it up on the shelf, to pick it up again some other day.

Lisa Jakeman

The Last Path

Memories
A familiar word with so many meanings complex, yet understandable.
Now meaning youth, my youth,
thinking of grade school and high school,
old friends and new friends,
Mistakes and victories,
lives and heartbreaks.
Now these times are gone,
No time can change them.
I only have now to walk the last path
wearing the triumphant red and black,
proud to have endured it all.
And now receiving an honor,
Well worth its name.

Barb Anderson
mock elections

Gentleman and Lady
- Grant Medich
- John Luttmann
- Vince Sommerlott
- Tony Nottoli
- Mark Wentzel
- Dave Kistler
- Steve Dimos
- John Connelly
- Todd Cast
- Dan Morris
- Shane Kistler
- Steve Dimos
- Dave Kistler
- Tom Grabe
- Dave Kistler

Kristen Binney
- Ann Ward
- Deb Frye
- Ann Ward
- Kelly Eggleston
- Jodie Moore
- Lori Chupp
- Cristi Harman
- Wendie Magill
- Deb Frye
- Cristi Harman
- Dianne Randall
- Sabrina Mabry
- Kathy McBride
- Suzi Wittenberg
- Kelly Eggleston
- Kelly Eggleston
- Suzi Wittenberg
- Janis Kidder
- Kathy McBride
- Kelly Eggleston
- Patt Yoder
- Lisa Cline

Class Musician
- Grant Medich
- Grant Medich
- John Luttmann
- Vince Sommerlott
- Vince Sommerlott
- Vince Sommerlott
- Mark Wentzel
- Dave Kistler
- Steve Dimos
- Steve Dimos
- Tony Nottoli
- Tony Nottoli
- Tony Nottoli
- Todd Cast
- Todd Cast
- Todd Cast
- Steve Dimos
- Vince Sommerlott
- Dave Kistler
- Dave Kistler

Best Dressed
- Kristen Binney
- Ann Ward
- Deb Frye
- Ann Ward
- Kelly Eggleston
- Jodie Moore
- Lori Chupp
- Cristi Harman
- Wendie Magill
- Deb Frye
- Cristi Harman
- Dianne Randall
- Sabrina Mabry
- Kathy McBride
- Suzi Wittenberg
- Kelly Eggleston
- Kelly Eggleston
- Suzi Wittenberg
- Janis Kidder
- Kathy McBride
- Kelly Eggleston
- Patt Yoder
- Lisa Cline

Most Talented
- Steve Dimos
- Steve Dimos
- Tony Nottoli
- John Connelly
- Tony Nottoli
- Todd Cast
- Dan Morris
- Shane Kistler
- Todd Cast
- Steve Dimos
- Vince Sommerlott
- Dave Kistler
- Tom Grabe
- Dave Kistler

Class Artist
- Sports Star
- Janis Kidder
- Steve Dimos
- Friendlyest
- Biggest Pain
- Class Comic

Million Dollar Smile
- Best Looking
- Cutest Couple
- Best Dancer
- Quietest
- Wolf and Flirt
- Most Likely To Succeed
- Biggest Story Teller
- Chatterbox
- Most Studious
- Sports Star
- Physique/Figure
- Friendliest
- Biggest Pain
- Class Comic

Most Lovable
- Mark Wentzel
- Cristi Harman

Gentleman and Lady
- Grant Medich
- Kristen Binney

Most Lovable
- Mark Wentzel
- Cristi Harman

Sports Star
- Janis Kidder
- Steve Dimos

46
Class Brownie
Tony Nottoli  Lori Chupp

Class Artist
Vince Sommerlott  Kelly Eggleston

Million Dollar Smile
Dave Kistler  Wendie Magill

Chatterbox
Shane Kistler  Kelly Eggleston
Our exchange students Kuniyo Okuni and Manuel Rodriguez
Seniors Travel To Washington, New York and Toronto

Waiting for a bus?

Ralph

Wendie and Dan enjoying the boat ride
Patti and Bill catch some zzzz's.

Pat giving us his mean look.

Shane and Deb pose for a shot.

A friendly game of cards.
A Motly Crew

Chile Bean!

Working hard in yearbook class

Kim the Seductress

Senior Class officers April Alexander, treasurer; Tony Nottoli, vice president; David Kistler, president; Beth Graber, secretary.
SPORTS
1981 Varsity Chiefs

(Front, left to right) Jerry Pittenger, Pat Basting, Randy Ford, Ken Studabaker, Tony Nottoli, Tom Krull, Norm Carpenter, Scott Croninger, Mike Sullivan, Bruce Miller, Jim Delarve, Timm Morey, Steve Dimos, Shane Kistler, Rick Wagner, manager Larry Anderson. Back row: coach Pat West, coach Marv Schneider, Paul Travis, Larry Weaver, Dan Morris, Brian Bailey, Marc Todd, Rob Hisey, Randy Blanchard, Tim Wilson, Gary Evilsizer, Scott Bradley, Bob Owen, Tim Cassity, Vince Sommerlott, Randy Lemasters, Todd Knoblock, trainer Kevin Hill.

1981 Junior Varsity Chiefs

EDWARDSBURG-For the second year in a row, the mighty Chiefs shut out the Eddies to start the 1981 season. The score of the game, 39-0. In the 2nd quarter, Gary Evilsizer blocked the punt into the end zone for a safety. Steve Dimos made two of the five touchdowns and Vince Sommerlott, Shane Kistler and Timm Morey made the other three.

COLON-The Chiefs roll on as they strike up another victory for the year. Even magic could not help Colon's defense hold our pressing offense as we steamed by them with 494 total yards. The game ended with a score of 50-0.

SCHOOLCRAFT-The big Red and Black once again blitzed the foe, beating the Eagles 36-0. Tim Wilson added some excitement in the 3rd quarter when he recovered a fumble and ran it back for a touchdown.

BRONSON-The W.P. fans sat through a very chilling 49-0 victory over the fiesty Bronson team. That night will always be remembered as the night the ambulance drivers disappeared into thin air.

CENTREVILLE-Our Chiefs devastated the Bulldogs 62-0. And with Sommerlott's accurate aim and the 'unknown players' quick thinking to tip the ball to Rob Hisey. Hisey made his very own touchdown! All this made the 1981 Homecoming a memorable evening.

CLIMAX SCOTTS-With the highest score so far this year (63-0) the powerful Chiefs blanked yet another foe. The 2nd string played the majority of the game. The highlight of the evening was when senior Danny Morris made a spectacular 39-yard run for a touchdown.

MENDON-After an exciting 4th quarter, the Chiefs pulled through a 28-0 victory. Dimos played a great game by making all four touchdowns.

CONSTANTINE-The most awaited game of the season became the upset of the year as our Chiefs were shut-out by the Falcons 21-0. For the first time in five years we gave up the coveted tomahawk.

NILES-BRANDYWINE-The last game of the year, the Chiefs ended the season with class, winning over the Bobcats 38-0.

1981 All-Conference: left to right (sitting) Steve Dimos, Timm Morey, Vince Sommerlott, Shane Kistler, Rob Hisey, (standing) Mike Sullivan, Tim Wilson, Randy Blanchard, Gary Evilsizer, Pat Basting.
Smile Pretty!

Hard at work

I didn't know you were that kind of a boy

Strawser breaks through again!
Varsity comes alive!


Cassopolis (W.P.) Lost 54-74
Union City (Bronson) Won 46-42
Quincy (Bronson) Lost 28-40
Constantine (W.P.) Won 59-45
Climax Scotts (W.P.) Won 51-25
Mendon (Mendon) Lost 40-46
Colon (W.P.) Lost 45-50
Centreville (Centreville) Lost 37-67
Sturgis (W.P.) Lost 39-56
Burr Oak (W.P.) Won 65-39
Schoolcraft (W.P.) Won 60-55
Constantine (Constantine) Won 58-52
Climax Scotts (Climax Scotts) Won 44-33
Mendon (W.P.) Won 44-24
Colon (Colon) Lost 40-46
Centreville (W.P.) Lost 36-56
Burr Oak (Glen Oaks) Won 62-25
Schoolcraft (Schoolcraft) Won 58-51
Constantine-Districts (W.P.) Won 55-31
Cassopolis - Districts (W.P.) Lost 60-71

First-year coach Strawbridge giving game plan to sophomore Kim McBride.
Left to right: (Front) Sherry Lover, Sue Teremi, Julie Nottoli, Gina Sommerlott, Diane Nottoli, Dawn Bryant, Cindy Houghton. (Back) Coach William Magill, Kerri Chupp, Natalie Mathew, Jackie Yoquelet, Angie Brooks, Tami Morey, Shari Sweitzer, Lisa Wortinger, Manager Margaret Atherton. Varsity Coach Terry Strawbridge.

A-Coaches Strawbridge and Magill look on from the sidelines.
B-Diane Nottoli quick on the defense
C-Jackie Yoquelet lost in the crowd.
This year's cross country record was 4-5. Members are Kim Brooks, Doug Cable, Brian Conlin, Carolyn Dexter, Deb Holmberg, Dave Kistler, Don Langdon, Grant Medich, Brian Murphy, Kathy Murphy, Manuel Rodriguez, Ken Schwartz, Randy Schwartz, Lisa Swinehart.

W.P. 31  Schoolcraft 24
W.P. 15  Centreville 43
W.P. 50  Vicksburg 15
W.P. vs. Colon - No Score Available

Coach Meek's running shoes

Grant reading his lines
Smile pretty

Brian gets an award

Special Awards were given to Brian Conlin, coaches award; Grant Medich, most valuable runner and Ken Schwartz, most improved.

"3 Stooges"
Golf

“I’m goin’ to kill that bug”

“Hey, we’re good!”

I’d rather have money

Mike looks enthused as Sara receives award

Congratulations Rick!
(Left to right) Eric Hiner, Mike Teremi, Deron Anderson, Rick Haifley, Todd Snook, Tim Crist, Sara O’Sullivan, Kris Cast, Curt Finch, Scott Rideout. Not pictured: Mark Morrow, Rick Deisler.

Senior Rick Haifley

Senior Sara O’Sullivan

“The Big Man”
Coach Verne Sawyer
Varsity Cagers Co-Champs

Varsity Basketball Team (left to right) Norm Carpenter, Rick Deisler, Mike Sullivan, David Kistler, Kasey Strawser, Mark Wentzel, Tim Crist, Rob Hisey, Steve Dimos, Tim Morey, Shane Kistler, Vince Sommerlott, Pat Basting, Tony Nottoli. Kneeling (from left) Coach Terry Strawbridge, Coach Curt Meek.

Coach Terry Strawbridge & co-captains Wentzel and Dimos

The 1981-82 Varsity Basketball team had a successful season, ending with a 15-6 record and a share of the SJV conference championship. First-year coach Terry Strawbridge set the trend for years to come with 'good man defense and passing offense.' Highlights of the year were games over Constantine, Bronson and Mendon. Mark Wentzel and Kasey Strawser were named to the all-conference team, with Wentzel also named to the all-state team. Other individual records went to Steve Dimos, defensive player; Strawser, assists; Rick Deisler, most improved; Wentzel, most valuable player. "Honors should go to every senior for the leadership displayed during both games and practice," stated Coach Strawbridge.
Coach Strawbridge sets 'game plan'

Kasey puts it up

Crist crashes boards

Dimos rips down the rebound

Super Dave hot dogs it

What's up?
Reserve Goes Undefeated 19-0

RESERVE TEAM (left to right) Brian Conlin, Kris Cast, Todd Snook, Chris Phelps, Rick Wagner, Mike Sullivan, Rick Deisler, Greg Dimos. Norm Carpenter. Kneeling: coach Terry Strawbridge, coach Curt Meek.

I got it!

Dimos nabs the rebound

Get back!

Todd Snook bats it away
Freshmen Have Successful Season

FRESHMAN TEAM

Bob Airgood
Tim Baechler
Dan Carter
Greg Dimos
Mike Krull
Scott Laferty
Greg O'Sullivan
Chris Phelps
Scott Ridoutt
Brad Troyer
Brad Wagner
Chris Wright

Mike Krull shoots 2

Chris jumps high
Wrestling

Reaching State this year helped cap off a successful season and was the final note in a somewhat successful career.

The first match at State was a close one, but I came up on the short end, being edged 6-5 by a kid from Benz Central. The second match ended, much to my dismay, the same way. But this time I lost 5-4 to a kid from Addison.

After losing so quickly at State I was totally dejected. But now that I look back I find that I am completely satisfied with what I have accomplished in my career.

I am really grateful to Mike Wozniel for being a friend as much as a coach. I will miss him a great deal. Bruce Baker
Netters Break Even


WP - Schoolcraft  WW
WP - Edwardsburg  W
WP - Burr Oak  WW
WP - Brandywine Inv.  WLWL
WP - Bronson  W
WP - Centreville  LL
WP - Colon  LL
WP - Bronson  W
WP - Constantine  LL
WP - Mendon  LW
WP - Climax-Scotts  WW

A special thanks to Patti Tavernier for all her help and support.

Coach Gayle Brokaw
Barb Anderson 2 years
Lisa Bakeman 2 years
Lori Chupp 3 years
Lisa Cline 2 years
Janis Kidder 3 years
JV Girls Stay On Top

Diane Nottoli volleys for a point
Pam back-arms one over

Angie smashes one

Angie aces
Varsity Baseball

J.V. BASEBALL

(Left to right) Back: Coach Verne Sawyer, Randy Ford, Chris Barnaby, Marc Todd, Greg Bontrager, Mike Woods. Middle: Eric Hiner, Scott Lethiot, Rob Morris, Mike Krull, Doug George. Front: Todd Phelps, Deron Anderson, Kris Cast, Gary Lorenz, Terry Benn.
Left to right: (Front) Mike Sullivan, Bruce Miller, Tony Wright, Mitch Black, John Connelly, Greg Dimos, Brad Wagner. (Back) Coach John Starmann, Phil Rentfrow, Steve Dimos, John Luttmann, Brian Bailey, Rick Wagner, Mike West, Don Langdon, Pat Basting, Coach Curt Meek.

Todd Snook sails over hurdles

Official time-keeper Mr. Jarrad
Mitch Black hands off to Steve Dimos

Luttmann crosses the finish line

Brian Bailey 'puts' the shot
Girls Track

Left to right: (Back) Ann Ward, Kym Brooks, Sheila Brock, Lisa Swihart, Angie Brooks, Annette Cole, Tammy Miller, Kathy Murphy. (Front) Terri Johnson, Sherry Loyer, Cindy Houghton, Marsha Snyder, Sue Teremi, Kim McBride, Julie Nottoli
Senior Kym Brooks
Senior Ann Ward
Senior Tammy Miller

WE'RE TOUGH
VARSITY CHEERLEADERS

(Left to right) Dianne Randall, Nancy Weiderman, Cristi Harman, Patt Yoder, Carol Stautz, Lissa Wertenberger, Debbie Frye, Wendie Magill.

Sponsor: Judie Morris

2ND TO NONE '81
J.V. Cheerleaders

Left to right: Trina Mann, Marti Mosier, Karla Seybert, Julie Parker
Freshman

Cheerleaders

Left to right: Kimm Yoder, Laura Black, Toni Katt, Cindy Lent, Ann O'Rourke, Michelle Flager, Cathie Magill
national honor society


varsity club

Le Cercle Français


Left to right (Front) Terry Johnson, Deb Knight, Debbie Frye, Beth Graber, Janna Lyons, Dave Kistler. (Back) Sherry Loyer, Sherri Schweitzer, Margaret Atherton, Angie McCarrel, Jenny Halstead, Kim Brooks, advisor Pam Schaner.
Student Council


Youth In Government

Front Row (left to right) Secretary Bridget Sullivan, treasurer Lisa Cline, president Angie McCarrel, Mike Chamberlain, Jana Lyons, Eric Hiner. Back Row: Kim Smith, Shayna Smith, Beth Graber, Greg Bontrager, Kim McBride, Julie Nottoli, Rhonda Frohriep.

Editor Barb Anderson, Assistant Editor Marti Mosier.

Photographers Vince Sommerlott and Brian Conlin. Not pictured, Lori Chupp.
(Left to right) Beth Graber, Lisa Bakeman, Lori Chupp, Ronda Frohriep, Todd Cast, Adele Medich.

A. What happened to Beth and Patt?
   B. Say "Sex"
   C. Timmy tries to look busy.
   D. The three preps
   E. Shayna and Todd

C.
Mat

Maids

Back (left to right): Leann Bennett, Sherrie Matthews, Terri Johnson. Front: Kathy Hurley, Deena Cook

Ski

Club

Left to right: (Back) Mike Koscielny, Troy Cummings. (Front) Cris Barnaby, Steve Rickey, Kirk Medford, Jill Smith
Back (left to right) Beth Graber, Sherri Trux. Front: Carolyn Dexter, Wendie Magill, Kathy McBride.

(Left to right) Standing: Cathy Yoder, Bobby Jaseph, Roger Patterson. Sitting: Lori Patterson, Glenda Holmberg, Paula Duryea, Wanda Jones.
Juniors, Sophomores, Freshmen, Eighth Grade
juniors

Audrey Anderson
Brian Bailey
Jackie Barczak
Adam Bedell
Scott Bedell
Cam Bethuran
Randy Blanchard
Scott Bradley

Carol can draw?

Sheila Brock
Pat Borson
Eileen Capp
Norman Carpenter

Annette Cole
Ken Conlin
Tim Crist
Scott Croninger

Picture Not Available
Thomas Davis  
Rick Deisler  
Jim Delarye  
Carolyn Dexter  
Gary Evilsizer  
Susan Featherstone  
Curt Finch  
Henry Ford

Junior Class Officers (left to right) Karla Seybert, treasurer; Julie O'Sullivan, president; Deb White, secretary; Kevin Hill, vice president.

Randy Ford  
Tony Garn  
Crystal Gasper  
Andrew Gose  
Michael Hayes  
Romy Hayes  
Dan Hill  
Kevin Hill

Picture Not Available
Sonnia Mikel
Bruce Miller
Tim Morey
Marti Mosier
Wendy Nelson
Julia O'Sullivan
Gerry Ott
Cindy Plenning

I'm so confused

P. J. Pritchard
Kim Rentfrow
Phil Rentfrow
Laura Reynolds
Steve Rickey
Robert Rider
Ken Ripplinger
Randy Schwartz

Picture Not Available
Marti, Carol, Karla at their best

Wendi working hard

Tina Tinch
Marc Todd
Paul Travis
Melissa Troyer
Sherri Truex
Sabra VanVlerah
Richard Wagner
Ray Walls

Annette and Sherri punking out

Kurt Walther
Larry Weaver
Tracy Weiss
Lissa Wertenberger
Debbie White
Don Williams
Jeff Whitworth
Joann Yoder
SOPHOMORES

Sheila Anderson
Greg Arthur
Karl Astling

Michelle Bender
Bill Benn

Leann Bennett
Troy Benton

Lynn Black
Greg Bontrager

Angie Brooks
Mike Bronson
Tabbie Brown

Deron Anderson
Kim Bargwell
Harriet Bennett
Connie Bishop
David Brandys
Sophomore Class officers (left to right) Bridget Sullivan, secretary; Kim McBride, president; Julie Nottoli, treasurer; Kelly Tinch, vice president.
Robert Airgood
Larry Anderson
Terry Anderson
Margaret Atherton
Tim Baechler

Chris Barnaby
Terry Benn
Gary Bennett

Lisa Bennett
Tina Bennett

Debbie Black
Kim Black
Laura Black
Mitch Black
Sherlane Bowen

Tammy Bowers
Dawn Bryant
Doug Cable
Tim Capp
Dan Carter
Rachel Rose
John Ruple
Gary Sias
Dennis Sinkler

Chad Skinner
Karen Smith
Rusty Strawser
Leo Studabaker
Sue Teremi

Denise Thibo
Brad Troyer
Jo Turpin

John Tullos
Brad Wagner
Alfred Walls

Joanne Weaver
Kevin Weinberg
Lisa Wortinger

Mike Wood
Chris Wright
Kim Yoder
Sherry Gracey
Rhonda Halsey
Tim Heminger
Brian Hershberger
Glenda Holmberg
Schellie Horn

James Houghton
Ruth Inmon
John Kasdorf
Kimberly Kilburn
Monica Kirk
Bryan Krebs

Martin Laferty
Janie Link
Angela Lucas
Nathan McLaughlin
John Mann
Renee Marchand

Jeff Marchant
Jason Melone
Jeff Miller
Eric Moody
Larry Moore
Tom Morris

Brian Murphy
Floyd Needham
Mike Parker
Roger Patterson
Doug Pettit
Steve Pittenger

James Priddy
Paula Rauguth
Paula Rehmels
Laura Rentfrew
Steve Reynolds
Lori Rickey

Ryan Rider
Danielle Robinson
Suzi Schmidt
Tim Schwemer
Dody Scott
Lisa Sias
FACULTY
Fine Arts

Larry Johnson
Music, Civics

Pat Meekhof
Art

George Morse
Drafting

Sue Norton
Music, Civics

Paul Wells
Wood, Shop, Civics

Dan White
Auto Shop, Civics

Guidance

John Starmann
Guidance

Jean Gordon
Guidance
Administration

Gary Wright
Superintendent

Carl Siberry
Driver Education

Scott Peterson
Principal

Board of Education

Front (left) Shirley Halferty,
Max Mosier, Kathryn Kistler
Back (left) Susan Cline, Adlai

(skip) Hagen, Ted Krull. Not
pictured: Ken Parker
Laura Loyer
Secretary

Laura Kershner
Receptionist

Betty Nihart
Secretary

Sue Watson
Secretary

Terese Lutz
Library Aide

Betty Andersohn
Librarian

Librarians
Science

William Miller
Science

Terry Strawbridge
Science

Ted Bargwell
Science, Math

Gayle Brokaw
Science

Robert Blue
Health
Mathematics

Willodean McKenzie
Math

Richard Duffield
Comptroller

Physical Education

Ned Bale
Physical Education

Beverly Benne
Physical Education

Marvin Miller
Physical Education
Special Education

Madelyn Leister
Special Education

Lyle Smalley
Special Education

Business

Pam Schaner
Business

Curt Meek
Business
English

Pamela Moormann
French, English

Marv Schneider
English, Math

Darryl Smith
English

Jim Stambaugh
English

Home Economics

Sue Outman
Home Economics

Doris Slack
Home Economics

History

William Martin
Government, Speech

David Snook
History, Physical Education

Patrick West
History
Keith's
108 S. Kalamazoo St., White Pigeon, MI
(616) 483-9293

T. V. & Appliance

ESQUIRE, INC.

Country Squire

ESQUIRE, INC.

P.O. Box 1
Union, Mi.
49130
U.S. 12 & M 20 South
(616) 641-5194

The Best to You
Grads
you're great

Fran's
Blue Jean Outlet
Bristol, IN

Skinner
the Printer

Diane's Beauty
Boutique

East Chicago Road
White Pigeon, Michigan
Phone 483-9315

Pierre Moran Mall
Elkhart, Indiana
Gray Brothers
Stamping and Machine Inc.
White Pigeon, Michigan

IT'S THE PITT'S

Neil & Sharon
Union, Mich. - US 12

Fine Food  Beer & Liquor

Open After All Games

Class of '82
Chupp Concrete

Commercial  Residential
Decorative Work

Leroy Chupp
401 Vermont Avenue
White Pigeon, Michigan  49099
Phone  483-7933
Sturgis Savings
&
Loan

U. S. 12  White Pigeon, Michigan  49099
Carver Associates
Our Customers Are Always ★ 1

INSURANCE CARVER ASSOCIATES, INC.

U. S. 12 & Union Road
Union, Michigan

INSURANCE
Phone 641-5995 Union
279-2352 Three Rivers
684-3435 Niles

Falkenstein's Inc.

912 West Chicago Road
Sturgis, MI 49091
Phone 651-7811

Handicraft Supplies

Ph. 615 483-9366 "I Would Rather Do It Myself"

Spore Handicrafts Inc.
YOUR MICHIGANA HANDICRAFT CENTER

Roger Spore
Vincent Spore
Louise Spore
12195 U.S. 12 West, R. 3
White Pigeon, Mich. 49099
3 mi. West of White Pigeon
GLENN MORRIS
CEMENT CONTRACTOR

483-7530

Best of Luck to the Class of '82

RALPH'S
White Pigeon, Michigan
Phone 483-9954

BOYERS INC.
U.S. 12 and Baldwin Prairie Road
Union, Michigan 49130
Phone 641-5841
Congratulations
TO THE
Class of 1982
Modern Pattern Works
White Pigeon, Michigan
"SERVING INDUSTRY SINCE 1931"

Dar & Mike Hoffman
(616) 641-5255
US 12

Eagle Lake Marine
of Michigan, Inc.

Edwardsburg, MI
ph. 699-5333

WHITE PIGEON
PAPER CO.

White Pigeon, Michigan
Phone: (616) 483-7601

Paul F. Noecker Insurance Agency
197 SOUTH WASHINGTON ST.
CONSTANTINE, MICHIGAN 49042

G. VERGLEA GOTFRYD
MANAGER

ROYER FORD
INCORPORATED

Continually selling Ford Products
in St. Joseph Valley For 34 Years
Good Luck
Class Class of '82

HOME GROWN MUSIC
117 South Kalamazoo Street
White Pigeon, Michigan

Diane Babcock
First National Bank

U. S. 131
Constantine, Michigan
49042
SUPER VALU

White Pigeon, Michigan

R. W. BAKEMAN
400 East Chicago Road
White Pigeon, Michigan

Construction Sales, Inc.
DISTINCTIVE FLOOR COVERINGS
W CHICAGO ROAD
WHITE PIGEON, MICHIGAN 49099
JACKSON TIRE CO.
Complete on the Road Truck Service
New and Used Tires
24 Hour Service

5 Radio Equipped Trucks
616-483-9459

Carl Rehm's
Sturgis, MI
Phone: 651-5921
Since 1925

HAGEN CEMENT
US-12 E. Box 606
White Pigeon, MI

GROVE'S MARATHON SERVICE
100 W. Chicago Road
White Pigeon, Mich. 49099
Seybert's
Incorporated

SHELL Mart
Gas - Bakery - Pop - Candy
White Pigeon, MI

Good Luck Chiefs

Country Sales Inc.
US 12 East Box 635
White Pigeon, MI

Leland Engineering, Inc.
P. O. Box 698
White Pigeon, Michigan
PROCESS METALS COMPANY
Best Wishes To The Class of '82

Lock Box No. 428
White Pigeon, Michigan

BOWER'S DRIVE-IN
U. S. 12
White Pigeon, Michigan

Schmelings
Union, Michigan

Klinger Lake Trading Post
69130 Klinger Lake Road
Sturgis, Michigan 49091
121 South Kalamazoo Street
White Pigeon, Michigan
Phone 483-9130

John D. Sullivan

Compliments Of

McCarrel's 5 & 10

208 West Chicago Road
White Pigeon, Michigan
Phone 483-7056

WITTENBERG HARDWARE
WESTERN AUTO AGENCY

103 South Kalamazoo Street
Dan's
Supermarket
Constantine, Michigan

Cindy Sue Fabrics
Quality Fabrics
Discount Prices
Randy and Cindy Mann

LUTZ INSURANCE AGENCY
White Pigeon, Michigan

Hospital Oriented Pharmacist
Phone 651-5622
120 W. CHICAGO RD.
STURGIS, MICH.
Monday thru Saturday
9 A.M. to 7 P.M.

IMPERIAL
STAMPING CORPORATION
LOCATED 1½ MILES SOUTH OF MOTTVILLE, MICH. ON M-103
GRUMMAN OLSON, INC.
164 South Centerville Road
Sturgis, Michigan

CHICKEN COOP
67105 U. S. 131
phone: 435-5431
Hours - 11 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Mondays thru Thursday
11 a.m. thru 10 p.m.
Friday and Saturday
Closed Sunday

Constantine Auto Parts
178 East Water Street
Constantine, Michigan
Phone 435-4405
NIP & SIP TIMEOUT

Congratulations from
Ken and Dan Cast

WHITE PIGEON BOWL

Congratulations
to the Class of '82
Phone 483-7961

Red Shed Service Center
U.S.-131 South
White Pigeon, Michigan 49099

Exhaust Systems
Major and Minor Repairs
Specialty — Air Conditioning

Phone
616-483-9000

Snacks
Brakes
Tune-ups

JIM DIMMICK
LON JOHANSEN

RAINBO LANES
ELKHART, INDIANA 46514
Omega Cable TV
Three Rivers, Michigan
phone: 273-8404

'Serving Southwestern Michigan'

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

88N. Main
Three Rivers, MI
Phone 273-1715

Best Wishes to the Class of '82

VILLAGE OF WHITE PIGEON

White Pigeon Village Council

Barczak's
U.S. 12
at the bridge in Mottville

Congratulations Class of '82
Patrons

Allen Realty
Farrand Funeral Home
Fishers Bait
Flame Products
Jinny's Beauty Shoppe
Lantz Real Estate Inc.

Welty Music

PD2 Pawn Shop
Perkins Family Camping
Quinn's Family Dining
Roy's Party Shop
Sharron Miller
Towne Cleaners

CONSTANTINE
CARPET CENTER, INC.
P.O. BOX 245 – 1240 S. Washington Street
CONSTANTINE, MICHIGAN 49042
PHONE: 616/435-8436
As we put these visions together, we tried to fill these pages with memories that will last a lifetime. When you look through this yearbook in years to come, we hope it reminds you of all the good times at White Pigeon High School because high school was such an important part of your life. We give these visions to you with the hope your dreams will always come true and your life will take you on to complete your Double Vision.

Barb Anderson, Editor

Marti Mosier, Assistant Editor
Autographs
Autographs